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A personalized Zoom Call to discuss your personal travel vision.

Detailed curation of your location options and destination experiences including VIP perks, transfers and

excursions.

10+ hours of destination research and planning with your Travel Agent.

A single Travel Agent to personally handle your travel needs.

Emergency SOS support throughout the process (until you return home - we're here to support)

Low-deposits, with payment plans to make your dream trip accessible.

Digital documents to ensure wherever your phone goes; so do your trip plan.

Local trips, guidance and support.

Travel Concierge services.

Printed or Digital travel documents sent to you.

Trip planning with Barefoot Travel begins with a COMPLIMENTARY NO OBLIGATION consultation call to learn

about your travel visions. Once we determine your needs, out Travel Agents will curate your travel experience so

you can start palm tree dreaming while we handle the logistics.

Barefoot Travel is proud to provide you, our valued client, with the very best in travel. To maintain our impeccable

level of service we have established professional fees. This allows our TICO registered Certified Travel Agents to

provide you with their highly knowledgeable direct care and support before, during and after you travel -

ensuring you the highest quality travel experience.

Our professional fees vary depending on the type of travel planning/booking we are undertaking. During our

initial consultation with you we review the scope and complexity of your travel request and provide you an

accurate quote.

We always strive to be your trusted advisor providing reliable personalized service to make your travels

memorable and effortless.

What is Included:
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Customized/Bespoke Tours (up to 7
days)

 
Includes consultation, research,
recommendations, detailed proposal,,
group price negotiation, travel insurance
advise, current updates on all COVID
protocals, travel restrictions, file
management, issuance of documents,
follow up and availability.

Applies to the following bookings:

 

Group Booking &
Customized Booking
$250 plus HST  

Changes or canellations to
tickets / hotels / itineraries after
initial deposit.

Change Fee 
From $50 per
change/cancellation

Air or Hotel Only: International
Air/Hotel, All Inclusive Package
Ocean & River Cruise
Theme Park Getaways

Includes consultation, research,
recommendations, detailed proposal,
travel insurance advise, current
updates on all COVID protocals, travel
restrictions, file management,
issuance of documents, follow up and
availability.

Applies to the following bookings:

Individual Booking
$100 plus HST

Customized Website
Booking Form
Newsletters

 Includes consultation, research,
recommendations, detailed
proposal,, group price
negotiation, travel insurance
advise, current updates on all
COVID protocals, travel
restrictions, file management,
issuance of documents, follow
up and availability.

Additional Inclusions:

Destination Wedding
$500 plus HST
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Other Travel Agents Don't Charge Fees. Why Does Barefoot Travel?

We are sought-after Travel Agent's. Our fees cover additional time and resources we
provide to you, our clients, so you can travel faster, easier and with big smiles all around.

Our fees ensure that the clients who need us the most (that's you!) get the highest level
of service and attention.

While we love to discuss trips (it's our passion and purpose!) we want to offer our clients
a curated experience that leaves nothing to chance and everything to excitement.

Fees ensure that properties and destinations are recommended because they meet
your needs and not based on bonuses or commissions they may offer.

Curated clients regularly report feeling "taken care of" and "supported" when choosing
their vacations. We wish that for all of you.
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Save You Time, Stress & Hassle 
The average person spends over 20-30 hours researching their vacations. Double or even triple
that if you are planning a group trip! The options are endless (but your isn't). Our Travel
Agents, know which companies are reputable and reliable to make your vacation, wedding or
honeymoon smooth sailing. So while we plan the trip, you can plan your outfits & enjoy!

Are Your Most VALUABLE Asset
Value isn't just about dollars....but we care about that too. Our Travel Agents ensure you get
the best value for your money by price matching up to 10 suppliers to make sure not only do
you get the best rate but the best experience Our expertise regularly protects from mistakes
that could cost them hundreds or thousands of dollars.

Have Expertise
We're certified and better still...well-traveled. We make sure our team has experienced many
of the resorts and locations before you ever step foot there. Our insider input and location
specific knowledge makes sure your experience is once-in-a-lifetime and that the "adults-
only" is truly what it says.

Our Commitment to You
A Travel Agent can be your "best trip ever" secret weapon. We spend time getting to know
you to curate a trip you won't just like...you'll love. Our commitment is making sure you are
never a number, and rather a VIP we know well.

Advocate For  you
Consider us your Champions. Whenever and whatever you need, we'll be there. We will never
leave you standed, or without options. Whatever the world (thank you, COVID-19) throws at us,
we've got your back and we'll bring your back, We utilize every resource, connection and
safeguard to ensure your dream trip never turns into a nightmare (as mujch as possible) and
advocate for reconcilliation when required.

Make This Fun
Truth? Planning a trip can be fun and overwhelming. We handle the overwhelm so you get to
have more fun. Planning a trip should be a joyful experience and we focus on making sure of
that.

 

Barefoot Travel Agents Commitment


